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Commentary: 
The multi-tool project has the stronger drawings in terms of showing the features of 
the design clearly and in very good detail. Some of the finer details are not quite 
refined enough or suitably articulated to a decent scale to convincingly communicate 
to the excellence level. The house drawings are not to the same standard of visual 
communication.  
The submission does show different ideas within a single context. This is evident 
only within the house project, where there are different floor plan ideas that consider 
functional options and some simple window shapes and roof forms that consider 
aesthetic options, though just to an adequate level. There is essentially only one idea 
for the multi-tool. 
In summary, the multi-tool is providing the best evidence for the top line; the house 
providing the best evidence for the bottom line. 
A low Achieved. 

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence 

• Use visual communication 
techniques to generate design 
ideas. 

• Use visual communication 
techniques skilfully to generate 
design ideas. 

• Use visual communication 
techniques effectively to 
generate design ideas. 

Visual communication 
techniques are used to generate 
ideas to show design qualities. 

 

Visual communication techniques 
are used skilfully to generate ideas 
to show design qualities with clarity 
through well-articulated visual 
means. 

Visual communication techniques 
are used effectively to generate 
ideas to show design qualities with 
clarity and a depth of 
understanding through well-
articulated visual means.  

Design ideas are produced that 
explore identifiable design qualities 

 

Divergent design ideas are 
produced that explore identifiable 
design qualities 

Divergent design ideas are 
produced that are explored and 
extended to show identifiable 
design qualities. 
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House & Multi-tool 2 
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